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What’s hot and happening in the world of jewellery

OPAL ALLURE
Chopard’s latest Haute Joaillerie capsule 
collection, the flower-inspired Fleurs 
d’Opales, puts the beautiful and 
enigmatic black opal in the spotlight. 
Six exceptional rings in titanium (chosen for 
its lightness and unique appearance) or zirconium are 
further embellished with a combination of sapphires, 
amethysts, tsavorites, rubies, spinels and black diamonds.

New creative collaboration 
Couture Rocks, which brings 
together the best of Hong 
Kong’s independent jewellers, 
recently debuted Rock the 
Veil—an imaginative wedding 
showcase that displayed 
the bespoke work of eight 
resident jewellers from Hatton 
Studios and the stunning 
couture creations of designer 
Noel Chu. Rock the Veil found 
a luxurious home at the Palm 
Court lounge in The Langham, 
Hong Kong as the hotel toasts 
its 150th anniversary this year.

Hong Kong-based Hattons Diamonds, an online boutique for high-
grade certified diamonds, has launched Hattons Hearts, which 
features the extremely precise Cupid Cut, boasting maximum 
brilliance and lustre. Under the loupe, it’s like looking through a 
kaleidoscope, with a view of the diamond’s eight symmetrical arrows 
from the crown and eight symmetrical hearts from the pavilion. Wedding
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AUTUMN 
MEMORIES 
Sotheby’s Magnificent Jewels 
and Jadeite sale will be held 
on October 7 and among the 
highlights are a 10.62-carat 
unheated Burmese 
ruby Panthère ring 
by Cartier, a Kashmir 
sapphire weighing 
27.68 carats and 
a unique suite from 
Van Cleef & Arpels’ Les 
Voyages Extraordinaires 
collection. Sotheby’s 
Diamonds will also hold a special 
viewing of its 10th anniversary 
collection from October 2 to 7 at 
the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre.  

Qeelin’s latest fine jewellery collection, 
Wang Wang—or “woof woof” in 
Putonghua—draws from creative director 
Dennis Chan’s love of dogs. Using 
diamonds, onyx and a combination of 
white and pink gold, Wang Wang is a 
fun range of rings and necklaces with six 
cute dog characters: Peekaboo, Sophie, 
Pierre, Mario, Hotdog and Morgen.

InfInItE 
BRILLIAncE 

Chow Sang Sang proudly 
showcased the Supreme 

Ideal Cut—its latest state-
of-the-art diamond cut—on 

its Infini Love Diamond 
at a roadshow in mid-July. 

Further improving on 
Marcel Tolkowsky’s famous 

Ideal Cut, developed in 1919, 
the Supreme Ideal Cut lends 
the Infini Love Diamond fire 

and brilliance, with eight 
scintillatingly symmetrical 

hearts and arrows.

Chopard 
co-president 
Caroline 
Scheufele  
(right) with 
actress 
Julianne Moore 
at the Cannes 
film festival

City of Lights 
Cartier releases an avant-garde 
collection of jewellery inspired 

by its birthplace. The Paris 
Nouvelle Vague range draws 

on the city’s energy with pieces 
that are colourful and vibrant, 
and created with techniques 

including gadrooning, openwork, 
latticework and braiding.
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Petal 
Attraction 
Tayma Fine Jewellery 
recently launched Flower 
Power—a collection of 
colourful floral pendants with 
watermelon tourmalines, 
opals, chocolate sapphires, 
and lapis lazuli petals set in 
white, yellow or pink gold. 
Each piece is handmade 
and can be matched with a 
variety of necklaces. 

Welcome to Macau
The house of Harry Winston has opened the doors to its 
first boutique in Macau. Located in the Galaxy Macau, 
the salon exudes the sophistication and intimacy of a 
private estate. Its interiors reveal a modern take on Harry 
Winston’s elegant, traditional style and draw inspiration 
from the architecture of the maison’s Fifth Avenue flagship 
store in New York City. The Macau boutique features 
dedicated areas for the brand’s high jewellery, bridal, 
watch and fine jewellery collections.

Bohemian Rhapsody
Montblanc recently introduced its Bohème 
Moongarden collection, further enhancing the 
Bohème line, which the maison launched last 
year. Bohème Moongarden is enriched with new 
timepieces, jewellery and writing instruments; 
perhaps the most intriguing piece in the collection 
is the Moongarden bracelet (below) in yellow gold 
combined with Akoya pearls.

fEEdBAck sEssIOn
Wellendorff takes its clientele very seriously—and to prove 
it, the German brand commissioned a study to assist its 
clients in choosing the most suitable jewellery based on 
personality, cultural background and physical attributes, 
conducting extensive interviews with eight international 
style and jewellery experts. All the findings are packaged 
into a reference book, which Wellendorff is 
set to launch worldwide at its boutiques 
before the end of the year.

Italian jeweller Damiani showed its support for this year’s Women of 
Hope campaign by the Hong Kong Adventist Hospital Foundation 
with the launch of some special edition pieces in the signature 
Gomitolo collection—a line Damiani introduced in the 1980s that 
has become one of the brand’s bestsellers. Created specially for 
the cause, the collection consists of matching rings and bracelets, 
which are created in sterling silver as well as black and pink gold.

JeWelS 
fOR A CAUSe

news

Indian jewellery brand Nirav Modi 
unveiled its first boutique in East Asia 
in September—at Elements in Hong 
Kong. The store showcases the 
brand’s six core jewellery collections, 
which focus on fancy cuts for 
diamonds. Visitors can also try on one-
off high jewellery pieces and a curated 
selection of bridal jewels. Indian-born 
Nirav Modi was raised in Antwerp 
and comes from three generations of 
diamantaires. He launched his brand 
in 2010 and has gained a reputation 
for his tightly engineered, exquisitely 
worked jewellery that has sold well at 
Sotheby’s and Christie’s auctions.

HeAd eAST

LOndOn cALLIng
Vara of London has arrived in Hong Kong—the brand is 
now available at The Landmark Mandarin Oriental and at 
Joyce in Pacific Place. Among the brand’s jewellery available 
in the region is the Bamboo Leaves Ring collection, inspired 
by the grace and strength of the versatile plant. Launched 
in collaboration with Joyce, the rings in this collection are 
crafted in 18K white and yellow gold, and set with white 
diamonds on the leaves and bamboo joints. Also on offer at 
The Landmark Mandarin Oriental’s spa are Vara of London’s 
silver and gold vermeil collections.
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